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13th Chinese Young
Generation Film Forum
kicks off in Wuhan

13

Selfie gallery settles in
Hankou

By Qiu Chen

Visitor at the gallery

The 13th Chinese Young
Generation Film Forum
(CYGFF ） is being held in
Wuhan and will last until
September 16.
This is the fourth
consecutive year that Wuhan has
hosted this film event. The
guests include not only veteran
film professionals such as Xie
Fei, Xi Meijuan, La Peikang,
and Yu Dong but also famous

directors who claimed fame at
major international film festivals.
Forty-two shortlisted films
will be screened in the forum's
film exhibition, including
"Walking Past the Future,"
"Animal World," "The Looming
Storm," "Wrath of Silence," "Da
Hu Fa," "She," and "The Wind
Guardians." All the films will be
available to the public for free.
The forum also features

high-end dialogues such as the
Asian Directors Summit, the
Summit of "Chinese Films in the
40 Years since the Reform and
Opening up," and the Annual
Young Directors Summit.
This year's CYGFF will add
a new unit, "New Prominent
Film Artists of the Year." An
award ceremony for this unit
will be held at Han Show
Theater on September 16.

Wuhan International Photography Contest
starts soliciting photographs
By Gong Ping

The Wuhan International
Photography Contest was
launched on September 6.
Co-hosted by Wuhan
International Plaza, the Hubei
Photographers Association,
Wuhan News Photography
Association, and Changjiang
Daily, the contest sets no limit
on themes or styles. Altogether
1,000 photos will be solicited

from shutterbugs. The soliciting
period will last until September
24. Top winners will get prizes
worth RMB 8,000.
Interested readers can login
onto http://www.cjphoto.org, and
upload photographs in the
section of "Capturing the
instances, moving the world"
under "Activities."
Submitted works can be in

black-and-white or color. Only
slight adjustments in light and
shade, coloring, degree of
saturation and sharpness are
allowed. Works that have won
awards in other contests will
not be accepted.
A photography exhibition
of the contest and award
ceremony will be held in late
September.
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A gallery for selfies, said to be
the first of its kind in China, was
officially put into operation at Hankou
International Plaza, located to the
west of Hankou Railway Station.
The gallery, named "Sejie
(Colorful) Diary," occupies an area of
1,800 square meters. It consists of 50
creative zones of different themes,
such as "Colorful Forest" and
"Diamond Channel." Each of the
zones features installation artworks
which incorporate dazzling visual and
audio media that invite visitors to
explore the dreamy land of color
while taking iconic selfies.

First Han-Opera-style
school song released
By Yang Feng

Wuhan Middle School released
the first Han-Opera school song of
the city on September 1. It is the
first time for a school to recompose a
school song into a traditional Chinese
local opera.
Mao Dan, the Party Secretary of
the Han Opera Troupe of Hubei
Provincial Opera Arts Theater,
adapted the school's old school song
into the Han Opera version. In the
song, Mao incorporates tunes of the
male roles and clowns of Han Opera,
making it sound both intense and
gorgeous. He also made use of some
lively rhythms that are popular with
young students.
Sun Zexi, a first-year student in
the school, was one of the first
performers of this new song. He said,
"The adapted school song is
particularly interesting. I need to play
the stylized gestures of the Chinese
traditional opera. That's really cool."

